Historically the velocity scatter seen on local Hubble plots has been attributed to the peculiar velocities of individual galaxies. Although most galaxies also have uncertainties in their distances, when galaxies with accurate distances are used recent studies have found that these supposed peculiar velocities may have preferred, or discrete, values. Here we report the interesting result that when these discrete components are identified and removed from the radial velocities of the SNeIa galaxies studied in the Hubble Key Project, there is evidence for a residual oscillation, or ripple, superimposed on the Hubble flow. This oscillation has a wavelength near 40 Mpc and, because its amplitude is small compared to that of the scatter in velocities, it becomes visible only after the discrete components are removed. This result is interesting because even if this ripple has been produced by a selection effect, the fact that it is only revealed after the discrete velocities are removed implies that the discrete velocities are real. Alternatively, if no selection effect can be identified to explain the ripple, then both the discrete velocities and the ripple together become very difficult to explain by chance and these results could then have interesting cosmological consequences.
Introduction
It has been demonstrated (Tifft 1996 (Tifft , 1997 , (and related papers) that there appear to be discrete "velocity periods" present in the redshifts of galaxies. The most obvious of these was found in common spirals and showed discrete velocity components near 36, 72, 145, 290, etc., km s −1 . In each of the other period groups detected, the velocities showed this same octave related, or doubling nature. More recently we have found evidence that the extrapolation of Tifft's periods to higher components, using this doubling relation, leads to discrete velocity components that appear to be visible in the radial velocities of all galaxies whose distances are accurately known (Bell and Comeau 2003a,b; Bell et al. 2003 Bell et al. , 2004 .
These small non-cosmological redshift compo-nents in galaxies introduce a scatter in the Hubble plot that is much larger than can be explained by the errors of measurement. This scatter has been explained historically by peculiar velocities, although in some cases this has been questioned simply because of their large size (Russell 2005a,b,c) .
If the quantization found in these velocities is real it would appear to rule out the peculiar velocity interpretation.
In this paper we report a remarkable result in which a low-level ripple is clearly seen to be present in the residual Hubble plot after the discrete velocities are identified and removed from the velocities of the SNeIa galaxies studied in the Hubble Key Project. Because its amplitude is small compared to the scatter in velocities it is not visible before the discrete velocity components are removed. One model that might explain this type of oscillation in the Hubble flow has been discussed previously by Morikawa (1990 Morikawa ( , 1991 .
Discrete Velocities Defined in Previous Work
The discrete "velocity" components in galaxies, found by Tifft (1996 Tifft ( , 1997 and recently confirmed by us, can be expressed by the relation:
Here the integral values of the quantum number N correspond to the different "velocity" periods identified by Tifft, and the quantum number m represents the number of halvings (via 2 −m ) below the relevant maximum intrinsic redshift component z iQ [N, n max ] in each N -group (Bell and Comeau 2003a,b) . The maximum for galaxies is equal to the minimum found previously for quasars in each relavent group (Bell 2002a (Bell ,b,c,d, 2007 .
Until a physical explanation of the discrete components becomes known and it is determined if these are discrete velocities as suggested by Tifft, or preferred redshifts, in which case they might be related to the atom itself, or even some systematic effect, it is not possible to explain what the N and m quantum numbers might be due to.
The discrete components in galaxies get quite small as m increases and because of this cannot be resolved at high m-values. Values for the larger (low-m) discrete redshift components in galaxies, and their velocity equivalents, obtained using several independent galaxy groups containing 138 galaxies with accurate Tulley-Fisher distances, are listed in Bell and Comeau (2003b, Table 4) for N = 1 to 6. For each value of N the relevant z iQ [N, n max ] value is given by the highlighted value in Bell (2002d, Table 2 ). The period group found by Tifft to be associated with common spiral galaxies, corresponds to the lowest, N = 1, group of discrete velocities.
Because we looked at galaxies that were more distant than those studied by Tifft we were also able to conclude that the discrete components are superimposed on top of the Hubble flow.
Analysis of Type IA Supernovae Data
A preliminary analysis of the SNeIa data was reported previously (Bell and Comeau 2003b) and it followed the analysis used for spiral galaxies (Bell and Comeau 2003a,b) where a minimum was sought in the RMS deviation in source velocities, calculated relative to the nearest discrete velocity line superimposed on the Hubble flow. This analysis technique is explained in more detail by Bell et al. (2003 Bell et al. ( , 2004 .
In Fig 1 the RMS deviations in V CMB velocities, relative to the nearest discrete velocity line in Fig 2, are plotted vs H o , using the 36 SNeIa galaxies listed in Table 6 of Freedman et al. (2001) . The shape of this curve and a demonstration on how the dip at H o is produced when discrete components are present are discussed in detail by Bell et al. (2004) . A clear best-fit feature is visible here at H o = 58 km s −1 Mpc −1 , as was found for the 138 spiral galaxies studied previously (Bell and Comeau 2003b; Bell et al. 2003) . We have shown previously (Bell and Comeau 2003a; Bell et al. 2003) that there is nothing in our analysis procedure that can always produce an RMS dip at the same value of H o = 58 in random data. The fact that a similar dip at H o = 58 was found in the several independent galaxy groups we looked at therefore makes this result very difficult to explain by chance. The minimum at H o = 67 in Fig 1 is due to the overall shape of the V CMB vs Distance source distribution. It is not produced by the presence of intrinsic components and appears in all source distributions, even randomly generated ones where there are no discrete velocity components present. It can be predicted to be slightly lower than the value that would be obtained by fitting a single straight line to the data (as is done in the Hubble Key Project which found a value of H o = 72).
In Fig 2, the V CMB velocities of the 36 SNeIa galaxies are plotted vs distance. The slope of the discrete velocity lines is determined by H o and their discrete velocity values are defined by equation 1 above. Here it can be seen that the RMS dip at H o = 58 is obtained when several sources in each [N, m]-group fall along the discrete redshift lines over an extended range of distances. This is particularly obvious in Fig 2 for [5, 8] and [5, 9] lines, where 23 of the 32 sources below 300 Mpc fall along these three lines. Because of this it is possible to identify which N -group the sources are from. Unlike the other groups of galaxies studied, at least 60 percent of these sources appear to be N = 2 sources, while the remaining 40 percent are N = 5 sources. At the same time these sources lie at much greater distances, starting near 60 Mpc, where the previously studied groups leave off, and extending to 450 Mpc. The N values may relate to the type of galaxy that generates Type Ia SNe in the redshift range studied here. Tifft studied closer galaxies and found that N = 1 and 2 were most common. However, until an explanation for the discrete components is found this can only be speculation.
It is also interesting to note that in some respects the plot in Fig (2007), where intrinsic velocity or redshift components appear to increase with more distant objects. Table 1 lists the SNeIa sources in col 1, with their distances and V CMB velocities in cols 2 and 3 respectively. Col 4 gives the intrinsic redshift [N, m] (and its associated "discrete velocity") obtained for each source in the best-fit situation for H o = 58. Col 5 lists the Hubble velocity V H after removal of the discrete velocities.
In It is important to understand here that the problem related to the increasing distance uncertainty is not one of fitting to the ripple, whose amplitude may also increase with distance, but one of fitting to the discrete velocity lines whose separations do not increase. When the distance uncertainties ap- proach the spacing between these lines the result becomes ambiguous. Although there are many more SNeIa galaxies with redshifts between z = 0.4 and 0.8 measured in the Supernova Cosmology Project (Perlmutter et al. 1999 ), these have not been included because they lie at redshifts where cosmological corrections need to be taken into account, and these can be confused with the intrinsic redshifts considered here.
In Fig 3, where the velocities no longer contain discrete intrinsic components, there is now evidence for a low-level modulation superimposed on top of the otherwise linear Hubble slope. It has been approximated by the sinusoid (solid curve) to which all sources can be reasonably well fitted.
Since there is nothing in our analysis that could have produced this modulation, it appears to indicate that there is a low-level, sinusoidal oscillation in the expansion rate of the local Universe. Changes in the expansion rate are not new, since it is now well accepted, at least over a much longer time scale, that the expansion rate of the Universe is currently accelerating. Investigators have argued that ripples in the Hubble flow might someday be detected (Davidson 2004 , see for example) and others have already reported periodic density clumping with redshift (Broadhurst et al. 1990; Mo et al. 1992; Hartnett and Hirano 2008) (see below for further discussion).
In Fig 4, a slope of 57.9 has been removed from the V H vs distance plot in Fig 3. Two velocities have been plotted for SN 1993ae, which is located at a distance of 71.8 Mpc. The open circle is the velocity obtained if this source is fitted to the nearest N = 2 group (N, m = 2,6). For this assignment it clearly does not fit the curve. However, if this source is fitted to the nearest grid line (N, m = 1,4), it fits the curve well. It is therefore assumed that this one source is an N = 1 group object. Fig 4 clearly shows the presence of a sinusoidal fluctuation in the residual velocity (V R ) with increasing cosmological distance. The best-fit wavelength of this modulation is λ g = 39.6 Mpc (period = ∼ 1.3 × 10 8 yrs, frequency ν g ∼ 2.4 × 10 −16 Hz). Its best-fit phase for a sine wave with 39.6 Mpc wavelength is 3.18 radians, with redshift peaks at 29.7, 69.7, 109.7, etc., ±0.3 Mpc. We also note that the sources used here are located in all directions on the sky, confirming the isotropic nature of these results. The amplitude of the oscillation may also increase with distance, at least initially.
The observed ripple, with a wavelength near 40 Mpc, is similar to one of the periods reported previously by Hartnett and Hirano (2008) . Their distance spacing of (31.7±1.8)h −1 corresponds to 44±8 Mpc for H o = 72±8 (h = 0.72±0.08), which is the relevant value for H o to be used if the discrete components have not been removed. The spacing they find between peaks for this component is thus in good agreement with our 40 Mpc ripple.
The ripple cannot be detected before the intrinsic components have been removed, but it can easily be seen by eye after the discrete components are removed, both before and after the Hubble slope is removed (Figs 3 and 4) . There is no obvious sign of this ripple before the discrete components are removed because the scatter in velocities before removal of the discrete components is significantly larger than it is after removal of the discrete components. This is demonstrated more clearly in Fig  5 where V CMB is plotted versus distance, both before and after removal of the intrinsic components. There is no obvious sign of the ripple before the intrinsic components are removed.
It is important to point out that to our knowledge no one has previously reported a velocity oscillation. Previous results using much larger samples have found density ripples from a periodic clumping with redshift (Broadhurst et al. 1990; Mo et al. 1992; Hartnett and Hirano 2008) . When a velocity oscillation is found there is every reason to suspect that there might also be density clumping with the same period. This was pointed out by Morikawa (1990) , who states that an oscillation of the Hubble parameter will cause an apparent density fluctuation. If there is a density ripple present with a similar period in other source samples its detection would not have been prevented by the presence of discrete velocity components if the distances are accurately known.
The presence of intrinsic redshift components in the radial velocities of galaxies (velocity components that lie only on the high velocity side of the Hubble flow as here) will result in a Hubble constant that is too high if they are not taken into account. This has led to a suggested, revised value for the Hubble constant of H o = 58 km s −1 Mpc −1 (Bell and Comeau 2003b; Bell et al. 2003) . This is ∼ 20% lower than the value reported by the Hubble Key Project, but in good agreement with the value found for intermediate epoch galaxies using the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich effect (Jones et al. 2001; Mason et al. 2001; Reese et al. 2002 Reese et al. , 2003 .
Do Selection Effects Play a Role?
If some identifiable selection effect can be found that would produce an oscillation in velocity that increases in amplitude as a function of distance it would be interesting because it would mean that since the removal of the discrete components is necessary before the ripple becomes visible, the discrete components are then unlikely to be random. If no selection effect can be found it also makes the ripple very difficult to explain if it is not real since it would then require that two random components have worked together in just the right way to produce these results by chance, which would be highly unlikely.
Discussion
There are several questions that need to be addressed before concluding our investigation. Does the presence of the ripple in the raw V CMB data produce the dip seen in Fig 1? Does its presence affect the dip? Is the ripple somehow produced by the reduction procedure?
The data analysis used here contains three main steps as follows:
1) The best RMS fit of the data to the nearest intrinsic line is calculated as the Hubble slope in Fig 2 is varied in unit steps from 45 to 75. These values are plotted versus H o where an RMS dip will be detected when data points align with intrinsic components (Fig 1) .
2) The discrete components obtained for the best-fit H o = 58 results are subtracted from the V CMB values to obtain the result in Fig 3. This involves a simple linear subtraction that should not produce a ripple.
3) The Hubble slope is subtracted from the data in Fig 3 to obtain the residual velocity V R plotted in Fig 4. Again this involves a simple linear subtraction that should not produce a ripple.
To investigate whether or not the data reduction process produced the ripple we repeated the reduction process after first removing the ripple in Fig 4 from the raw V CMB values. This time no ripple was detected. The ripple was then subtracted from the data in Fig 4 and the result was compared to the result obtained from the second processing. The two were found to be identical, as expected. This showed that the ripple is only found when one is present in the data and we can conclude that the ripple is a real feature that was not created by our analysis procedure.
However, it is also important to show that it was not the presence of the ripple in the raw data that produced the dip seen at H o = 58 in Fig 1. If the ripple is removed from the raw V CMB data before processing is the dip affected? Does it disappear completely? Answering these questions will also give us an idea of how robust our analysis is. In order to investigate this we have included in Fig 6 the RMS fit obtained after first removing the ripple in Fig 4 from the raw V CMB data. The dip is still clearly present and it is therefore obvious that the presence or absence of the ripple in the raw data does not affect the fitting of the discrete components. This is most likely because the ripple components are small relative to the separation of the discrete components. It also indicates that the dip at H o = 58 is produced entirely by the presence of the discrete components in the data. culiar velocities and distance uncertainties present in the data. If these affect the analysis differently with and without the ripple being present they may introduce differences that are truly random. If so, their effect can be minimized by averaging the curves in Fig 1 and Fig 6. This will minimize the effect of random fluctuations but should not affect any real features. This has been done in Fig 7 where it is seen that while the dip at H o = 58 is unaffected, some of the weaker features are reduced. We conclude that the dip at H o = 58 is a real feature that is likely to have been produced by the presence of discrete components in the V CMB data as we have argued previously. This conclusion is strengthened by the fact that a dip has been seen in other source samples at the same H o = 58 Hubble slope.
Conclusions
We have identified what we believe are discrete components in the radial velocities of the 36 Type Ia Supernovae galaxies studied in the Hubble Key Project. These are defined by the same relation that also defines those identified previously by Tifft and by us in several other independent galaxy groups. As in our previous work this result is obtained for a Hubble constant of H o = 58 kms −1 Mpc −1 . We show that when these components are removed from the redshifts of the SNeIa galaxies there is evidence for a low-level sinusoidal oscillation superimposed on the Hubble flow. It is isotropic in nature and has a period of 40 Mpc. We have been unable to identify any systematic effect that could have produced this observed oscillation in the Hubble flow. If one can be identified it will mean that the oscillation is not a real oscillation in the Hubble flow. However, it will also mean that the discrete components must then be real since they have to be removed before the selection effect is visible and this is unlikely to happen if the discrete components are random ones. If no selection effect can be identified that can explain the ripple, then both the discrete velocities and the ripple together become very difficult to explain by chance and these results could then have significant cosmological consequences.
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